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THE EVOLUTIONARY ORIGINS OF JEWISH 
COLLECTIVISM AND ETHNOCENTRISM 

 
Jews originate in the Middle Old World cultural area11 and retain several of the 

key cultural features of their ancestral population. The Middle Old World culture 
group is characterized by extended kinship groups based on relatedness through 
the male line (patrilineal) rather than the bilateral relationships characteristic of 
Europeans. These male-dominated groups functioned as military units to protect 
herds, and between-group conflict is a much more important component of their 
evolutionary history. There is a great deal of pressure to form larger groups in 
order to increase military strength, and this is done partly by acquiring extra 
women through bridewealth.12 (Bridewealth involves the transfer of resources in 
return for marriage rights to a female, as in the marriages of Abraham and Isaac 
recounted in the Old Testament.) As a result, polygyny rather than the 
monogamy characteristic of European culture is the norm. Another contrast is 
that traditional Jewish groups were basically extended families with high levels 
of endogamy (i.e., marriage within the kinship group) and consanguineous 
marriage (i.e., marriage to blood relatives), including the uncle-niece marriage 
sanctioned in the Old Testament. This is exactly the opposite of Western 
European tendencies toward exogamy. (See MacDonald 1994, Chs. 3 and 8 for a 
discussion of  Jewish tendencies toward polygyny, endogamy, and 
consanguineous marriage.) Table 1 contrasts European and Jewish cultural 
characteristics.13 

Whereas individualist cultures are biased toward separation from the wider 
group, individuals in collectivist societies have a strong sense of group identity 
and group boundaries based on genetic relatedness as a result of the greater 
importance of group conflict during their evolutionary history. Middle Eastern 
societies are characterized by anthropologists as “segmentary societies” 
organized into relatively impermeable, kinship-based groups (e.g., Coon 1958, 
153; Eickelman 1981, 157–174). Group boundaries are often reinforced through 
external markers such as hair style or clothing, as Jews have often done 
throughout their history. Different groups settle in different areas where they 
retain their homogeneity alongside other homogeneous groups. Consider 
Carleton Coon’s (1958) description of Middle Eastern society:  
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 European Cultural Origins Jewish Cultural Origins 

 
Evolutionary History Northern Hunter-Gatherers Middle Old World Pastoralists 

(Herders) 
 

Kinship System Bilateral;  
Weakly Patricentric 

Unilineal; 
Strongly Patricentric 
 

Family System Simple Household; 
 

Extended Family; Joint 
Household; 
 

Marriage Practices Exogamous  
 
Monogamous 
 

Endogamous, 
Consanguineous;  
Polygynous 
 

Marriage Psychology 
 

Companionate; 
Based on  Mutual Consent and 
Affection 
 

Utilitarian; Based on Family 
Strategizing and Control of 
Kinship Group 

Position of Women Relatively High Relatively Low 
 

Social Structure Individualistic; 
Republican; 
Democratic; 

Collectivistic;  
Authoritarian; 
Charismatic Leaders  
 

Ethnocentrism Relatively Low Relatively High; “Hyper-
ethnocentrism 
 

Xenophobia Relatively Low Relatively High; “Hyper-
xenophobia 
 

Socialization Stresses Independence, Self-
Reliance 

Stresses Ingroup Identification, 
Obligations to Kinship Group 
 

Intellectual Stance Reason; 
Science 

Dogmatism; Submission to 
Ingroup Authority and 
Charismatic Leaders 
 

Moral Stance Moral Universalism: Morality 
is Independent of Group 
Affiliation 

Moral Particularism; 
Ingroup/Outgroup Morality; 
“Good is what is good for the 
Jews” 
 

TABLE 1: CONTRASTS BETWEEN EUROPEAN AND JEWISH CULTURAL FORMS.  
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There the ideal was to emphasize not the uniformity of the 
citizens of a country as a whole but a uniformity within each 
special segment, and the greatest possible contrast between 
segments. The members of each ethnic unit feel the need to 
identify themselves by some configuration of symbols. If by 
virtue of their history they possess some racial peculiarity, this 
they will enhance by special haircuts and the like; in any case 
they will wear distinctive garments and behave in a distinctive 
fashion. (Coon 1958, 153) 

 
Between-group conflict often lurked just beneath the surface of these societies. 

For example, Dumont (1982, 223) describes the increase in anti-Semitism in 
Turkey in the late 19th century consequent to increased resource competition. In 
many towns, Jews, Christians, and Muslims lived in a sort of superficial 
harmony, and even lived in the same areas, “but the slightest spark sufficed to 
ignite the fuse” (p. 222). 

Jews are at the extreme of this Middle Eastern tendency toward hyper-
collectivism and hyper-ethnocentrism—a phenomenon that goes a long way 
toward explaining the chronic hostilities in the area. I give many examples of 
Jewish hyper-ethnocentrism in my trilogy and have suggested in several places 
that Jewish hyper-ethnocentrism is biologically based (MacDonald 1994, Ch. 8; 
1998a, Ch. 1). It was noted above that individualist European cultures tend to be 
more open to strangers than collectivist cultures such as Judaism. In this regard, 
it is interesting that developmental psychologists have found unusually intense 
fear reactions among Israeli infants in response to strangers, while the opposite 
pattern is found for infants from North Germany.14 The Israeli infants were much 
more likely to become “inconsolably upset” in reaction to strangers, whereas the 
North German infants had relatively minor reactions to strangers. The Israeli 
babies therefore tended to have an unusual degree of stranger anxiety, while the 
North German babies were the opposite—findings that fit with the hypothesis 
that Europeans and Jews are on opposite ends of scales of xenophobia and 
ethnocentrism.  

I provide many examples of Jewish hyper-ethnocentrism in my trilogy on 
Judaism. Recently, I have been much impressed with the theme of Jewish hyper-
ethnocentrism in the writings of Israel Shahak, most notably his co-authored 
Jewish Fundamentalism in Israel (Shahak & Mezvinsky 1999). In their 
examination of current Jewish fundamentalists and their influence in Israel, 
Shahak and Mezvinsky argue that present-day fundamentalists attempt to re-
create the life of Jewish communities before the Enlightenment (i.e., prior to 
about 1750). During this period the great majority of Jews believed in Cabbala—
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Jewish mysticism. Influential Jewish scholars like Gershom Scholem ignored the 
obvious racialist, exclusivist material in the Cabbala by using words like “men”, 
“human beings”, and “cosmic” to suggest the Cabbala has a universalist message. 
The actual text says salvation is only for Jews, while non-Jews have “Satanic 
souls” (p. 58).  

The ethnocentrism apparent in such statements was not only the norm in 
traditional Jewish society, but remains a powerful current of contemporary 
Jewish fundamentalism, with important implications for Israeli politics. For 
example, the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, 
describing the difference between Jews and non-Jews:  

We do not have a case of profound change in which a person 
is merely on a superior level. Rather we have a case of . . . a 
totally different species. . . . The body of a Jewish person is of a 
totally different quality from the body of [members] of all 
nations of the world . . . The difference of the inner quality [of 
the body], . . . is so great that the bodies would be considered as 
completely different species. This is the reason why the Talmud 
states that there is an halachic15 difference in attitude about the 
bodies of non-Jews [as opposed to the bodies of Jews] ‘their 
bodies are in vain’. . . . An even greater difference exists in 
regard to the soul. Two contrary types of soul exist, a non-Jewish 
soul comes from three satanic spheres, while the Jewish soul 
stems from holiness. (In Shahak & Mezvinsky 1999, 59–60)  

This claim of Jewish uniqueness echoes Holocaust activist Elie Wiesel’s 
(1985, 153) claim that “everything about us is different.” Jews are 
“ontologically” exceptional. 

The Gush Emunim and other Jewish fundamentalist sects described by Shahak 
and Mezvinsky are thus part of a long mainstream Jewish tradition which 
considers Jews and non-Jews as completely different species, with Jews 
absolutely superior to non-Jews and subject to a radically different moral code. 
Moral universalism is thus antithetical to the Jewish tradition.  

Within Israel, these Jewish fundamentalist groups are not tiny fringe groups, 
mere relics of traditional Jewish culture. They are widely respected by the Israeli 
public and by many Jews in the Diaspora. They have a great deal of influence on 
the government, especially the Likud governments and the recent government of 
national unity headed by Ariel Sharon. The members of Gush Emunim constitute 
a significant percentage of the elite units of the Israeli army, and, as expected on 
the hypothesis that they are extremely ethnocentric, they are much more willing 
to treat the Palestinians in a savage and brutal manner than are other Israeli 
soldiers. All together, the religious parties make up about 25% of the Israeli 
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electorate (Shahak & Mezvinsky 1999, 8)—a percentage that is sure to increase 
because of their high fertility and because intensified troubles with the 
Palestinians tend to make other Israelis more sympathetic to their cause. Given 
the fractionated state of Israeli politics and the increasing numbers of the 
religious groups, it is unlikely that future governments can be formed without 
their participation. Peace in the Middle East therefore appears unlikely absent the 
complete capitulation of the Palestinians.  

The point here is not so much about the fundamentalists in contemporary Israel 
but that traditional Jewish communities were intensely ethnocentric and 
collectivist—a major theme of all three of my books on Judaism. A thread 
throughout CofC is that Jewish intellectuals and political activists strongly 
identified as Jews and saw their work as furthering specific Jewish agendas. 
Their advocacy of intellectual and political causes, although often expressed in 
the language of moral universalism, was actually moral particularism in disguise. 

Given that ethnocentrism continues to pervade all segments of the Jewish 
community, the advocacy of the de-ethnicization of Europeans—a common 
sentiment in the movements I discuss in CofC—is best seen as a strategic move 
against peoples regarded as historical enemies. In Chapter 8 of CofC, I called 
attention to a long list of similar double standards, especially with regard to the 
policies pursued by Israel versus the policies Jewish organizations have pursued 
in the U.S. As noted throughout CofC, Jewish advocates addressing Western 
audiences have promoted policies that satisfy Jewish (particularist) interests in 
terms of the morally universalist language that is a central feature of Western 
moral and intellectual discourse. These policies include church-state separation, 
attitudes toward multi-culturalism, and immigration policies favoring the 
dominant ethnic groups. This double standard is fairly pervasive.16 

A principal theme of CofC is that Jewish organizations played a decisive role 
in opposing the idea that the United States ought to be a European nation. 
Nevertheless, these organizations have been strong supporters of Israel as a 
nation of the Jewish people. Consider, for example, a press release of May 28, 
1999 by the ADL: 

The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) today lauded the 
passage of sweeping changes in Germany’s immigration law, 
saying the easing of the nation’s once rigorous naturalization 
requirements “will provide a climate for diversity and 
acceptance. It is encouraging to see pluralism taking root in a 
society that, despite its strong democracy, had for decades 
maintained an unyielding policy of citizenship by blood or 
descent only,” said Abraham H. Foxman, ADL National 
Director. “The easing of immigration requirements is especially 
significant in light of Germany’s history of the Holocaust and 
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persecution of Jews and other minority groups. The new law will 
provide a climate for diversity and acceptance in a nation with an 
onerous legacy of xenophobia, where the concept of ‘us versus 
them’ will be replaced by a principle of citizenship for all.”17  

There is no mention of analogous laws in place in Israel restricting 
immigration to Jews and the long-standing policy of rejecting the possibility of 
repatriation for Palestinian refugees wishing to return to Israel or the occupied 
territories. The prospective change in the “us versus them” attitude alleged to be 
characteristic of Germany is applauded, while the “us versus them” attitude 
characteristic of Israel and Jewish culture throughout history is unmentioned. 
Recently, the Israeli Ministry of Interior ruled that new immigrants who have 
converted to Judaism will no longer be able to bring non-Jewish family members 
into the country. The decision is expected to cut by half the number of eligible 
immigrants to Israel.18 Nevertheless, Jewish organizations continue to be strong 
proponents of multi-ethnic immigration to the United States.19 This pervasive 
double standard was noticed by writer Vincent Sheean in his observations of 
Zionists in Palestine in 1930: “how idealism goes hand in hand with the most 
terrific cynicism; . . . how they are Fascists in their own affairs, with regard to 
Palestine, and internationalists in everything else.”20  

My view is that Judaism must be conceived primarily as an ethnic rather than a 
religious group. Recent statements by prominent Jewish figures show that an 
ethnic conceptualization of Judaism fits with the self-images of many Jews. 
Speaking to a largely Jewish audience, Benjamin Netanyahu, prominent Likud 
Party member and until recently prime minister of Israel, stated, “If Israel had not 
come into existence after World War II then I am certain the Jewish race 
wouldn’t have survived. . . . I stand before you and say you must strengthen your 
commitment to Israel. You must become leaders and stand up as Jews. We must 
be proud of our past to be confident of our future.”21 Charles Bronfman, a main 
sponsor of the $210 million “Birthright Israel” project which attempts to deepen 
the commitment of American Jews, expresses a similar sentiment: “You can live 
a perfectly decent life not being Jewish, but I think you’re losing a lot—losing 
the kind of feeling you have when you know [that] throughout the world there are 
people who somehow or other have the same kind of DNA that you have.”22 
(Bronfman is co-chairman of the Seagram company and brother of Edgar 
Bronfman, Sr., president of the World Jewish Congress.) Such sentiments would 
be unthinkable coming from European-American leaders. European-Americans 
making such assertions of racial pride would quickly be labeled haters and 
extremists.  

A revealing comment by AJCommittee official Stephen Steinlight (2001) 
illustrates the profound ethnic nationalism that has pervaded the socialization of 
American Jews continuing into the present: 
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I’ll confess it, at least: like thousands of other typical Jewish 
kids of my generation, I was reared as a Jewish nationalist, even 
a quasi-separatist. Every summer for two months for 10 
formative years during my childhood and adolescence I attended 
Jewish summer camp. There, each morning, I saluted a foreign 
flag, dressed in a uniform reflecting its colors, sang a foreign 
national anthem, learned a foreign language, learned foreign folk 
songs and dances, and was taught that Israel was the true 
homeland. Emigration to Israel was considered the highest 
virtue, and, like many other Jewish teens of my generation, I 
spent two summers working in Israel on a collective farm while I 
contemplated that possibility. More tacitly and subconsciously, I 
was taught the superiority of my people to the gentiles who had 
oppressed us. We were taught to view non-Jews as untrustworthy 
outsiders, people from whom sudden gusts of hatred might be 
anticipated, people less sensitive, intelligent, and moral than 
ourselves. We were also taught that the lesson of our dark history 
is that we could rely on no one. . . . [I]t must be admitted that the 
essence of the process of my nationalist training was to inculcate 
the belief that the primary division in the world was between 
“us” and “them.” Of course we also saluted the American and 
Canadian flags and sang those anthems, usually with real feeling, 
but it was clear where our primary loyalty was meant to reside.23 

Assertions of Jewish ethnicity are well-founded. Scientific studies supporting 
the genetic cohesiveness of Jewish groups continue to appear, most notably 
Hammer et al. (2000). Based on Y-chromosome data, Hammer et al. conclude 
that 1 in 200 matings within Jewish communities were with non-Jews over a 
2000 year period. 

In general, the contemporary organized Jewish community is characterized by 
high levels of Jewish identification and ethnocentrism. Jewish activist 
organizations like the ADL and the AJCommittee are not creations of the 
fundamentalist and Orthodox, but represent the broad Jewish community, 
including non-religious Jews and Reform Jews. In general, the more actively 
people are involved in the Jewish community, the more committed they are to 
preventing intermarriage and retaining Jewish ethnic cohesion. And despite a 
considerable level of intermarriage among less committed Jews, the leadership of 
the Jewish community in the U.S. is not now made up of the offspring of 
intermarried people to any significant extent.  

Jewish ethnocentrism is ultimately simple traditional human ethnocentrism, 
although it is certainly among the more extreme varieties. But what is so 
fascinating is the cloak of intellectual support for Jewish ethnocentrism, the 
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complexity and intellectual sophistication of  the rationalizations for it—some of 
which are reviewed in Separation and Its Discontents (Chs. 6–8), and the rather 
awesome hypocrisy of it, given Jewish opposition to ethnocentrism among 
Europeans. 

 
JEWISH INVOLVEMENT IN COMMUNISM AND THE 

RADICAL LEFT 

Beat them, Red Fighters, clobber them to death, if it is the last thing 
you do! Right away! This minute! Now! . . . Slaughter them, Red Army 
Fighters, Stamp harder on the rising lids of their rancid coffins! (Isaac 
Babel, described by Cynthia Ozick (2001, 3) as “an acutely conscious 
Jew,” propagandizing for the Bolshevik Revolution; in Ozick 2001, 4) 

Another recent development related to the issues raised in CofC was the 
publication of The Black Book of Communism: Crimes, Terror, Repression 

(Courtois et al. 1999). Reading this book has caused me to expand on some of the 
ideas in Chapter 3 of CofC. I didn’t emphasize enough the truly horrific nature of 
the Soviet regime, nor did I place sufficient emphasis on the consequences of 
Jewish involvement in the rise and maintenance of Communism. 

The Soviet government killed over 20 million of its own citizens, the vast 
majority in the first 25 years of its existence during the height of Jewish power. It 
was a “state against its people” (Werth 1999), mounting murderous campaigns of 
collective punishment (usually involving deportation or forced starvation) against 
a great many ethnic groups, including Great Russian peasants, Ukrainians, 
Cossacks, Chechens, Crimean Tatars, Volga Germans, Moldavians, Kalmyks, 
Karachai, Balkars, Ingush, Greeks, Bulgars, Crimean Armenians, Meskhetian 
Turks, Kurds, and Khemshins as groups (Courtois 1999, 10; Werth 1999, 219ff). 
Although individual Jews were caught up in the Bolshevik violence, Jews were 
not targeted as a group.24  

In CofC (Ch. 3), I noted that Jews were prominently involved in the Bolshevik 
Revolution and formed an elite group in the Soviet Union well into the post-
World War II-era. It is interesting that many of the non-Jewish Bolsheviks were 
members of non-Russian ethnic groups or, as noted in CofC, were married to 
Jewish women. It was a common perception during the early stages of the Soviet 
Union that the government was dominated by “a small knot of foreigners” 
(Szajkowski 1977, 55). Stalin, Beria, and Ordzhonikidze were Georgians; 
Dzerzhinsky, the ruthless head of the Checka (Secret Police) during the 1920s, 
was a Pole with strong pro-Jewish attitudes. The original Cheka was made up 
largely of non-Russians, and the Russians in the Cheka tended to be sadistic 
psychopaths and criminals (Werth 1999, 62; Wolin & Slusser 1957, 6)—people 
who are unlikely to have any allegiance to or identification with their people.  
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The Bolshevik revolution therefore had a pronounced ethnic angle: To a very 
great extent, Jews and other non-Russians ruled over the Russian people, with 
disastrous consequences for the Russians and other ethnic groups that were not 
able to become part of the power structure. For example, when Stalin decided to 
deport the Chechens, he placed an Ossetian—a group from which he himself was 
partly derived and an historic enemy of the Chechens—in charge of the 
deportation. Ossetians and Georgians, Stalin’s own ancestral groups, were 
allowed to expand at the expense of other ethnic groups. 

While Stalin favored the Georgians, Jews had their own ethnic scores to settle. 
It seems likely that at least some of the Bolshevik mass murder and terror was 
motivated by revenge against peoples that had historically been anti-Jewish. 
Several historians have suggested that Jews joined the security forces in such 
large numbers in order to get revenge for their treatment under the Czars 
(Rapoport 1990, 31; Baron 1975, 170). For example, the Cossacks served the 
Czar as a military police force, and they used their power against Jewish 
communities during the conflicts between the government and the Jews. After the 
Revolution, the Cossacks were deported to Siberia for refusing to join the 
collective farms. During the 1930s, the person in charge of the deportations was 
an ethnic Jew, Lazar Kaganovich, nicknamed the “wolf of the Kremlin” because 
of his penchant for violence. In his drive against the peasants, Kaganovich took 
“an almost perverse joy in being able to dictate to the Cossacks. He recalled too 
vividly what he and his family had experienced at the hands of these people.    .  . 
. Now they would all pay—men, women, children. It didn’t matter who. They 
became one and the same. That was the key to [Kaganovich’s] being. He would 
never forgive and he would never forget” (Kahan 1987, 164). Similarly, Jews 
were placed in charge of security in the Ukraine, which had a long history of 
anti-Semitism (Lindemann 1997, 443) and became a scene of mass murder in the 
1930s.  

In Cof C (Ch. 3), I noted that Jews were very prominently involved in the 
Soviet secret police and that they played similar roles in Communist Poland and 
Hungary. In addition to many lower ranking security personnel, prominent Jews 
included Matvei Berman and Naftali Frenkel, who developed the slave labor 
system which resulted in hundreds of thousands of deaths. (The construction of a 
canal between the Baltic and the White Sea claimed many thousands of lives. 
The six overseers of the project were Jews: Firin, Berman, Frenkel, Kogan, 
Rappoport, Zhuk.) Other Jews who were prominent in carrying out the Red 
Terror included Genrik Yagoda (head of the secret police), Aron Soltz, Lev 
Inzhir (chief accountant of the Gulag Archipelago), M. I. Gay (head of a special 
secret police department), A. A. Slutsky and his deputy Boris Berman (in charge 
of terror abroad), K. V. Pauker (secret police Chief of Operations), and Lazar 
Kaganovich (most powerful government official behind Stalin during the 1930s 
and prominently involved in the mass murders that took place during that period) 
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(Rapoport 1990, 44–50). In general, Jews were not only prominent in the 
leadership of the Bolsheviks, but they “abounded at the lower levels of the party 
machinery—especially, in the Cheka, and its successors the GPU, the OGPU and 
the NKVD” (Schapiro 1961, 165). The special role of Jews in the Bolshevik 
government was not lost on Russians: “For the most prominent and colourful 
figure after Lenin was Trotsky, in Petrograd the dominant and hated figure was 
Zinoviev, while anyone who had the misfortune to fall into the hands of the 
Cheka stood a very good chance of finding himself confronted with, and possibly 
shot by, a Jewish investigator” (Schapiro 1961, 165). Beginning in 1917 it was 
common for Russians to associate Jews with the revolution (Werth 1999, 86). 
Even after the German invasion in 1941, it was common for many Russians to 
hope for German victory to rid the country of “Jews and Bolsheviks”—until the 
brutality of the invaders became apparent (Werth 1999, 215).  

The discussion of Jewish power in the Soviet Union in CofC notes that in stark 
contrast to the campaigns of mass murder against other peoples, Stalin’s efforts 
against a relative handful of high-ranking Jewish Communists during the purges 
of the 1930s were very cautious and involved a great deal of deception intended 
to downplay the Jewish identity of the victims. Jewish power during this period is 
also indicated by the fact that the Soviet government established a Jewish 
autonomous region (Birobidzhan) in 1934, at least partly to curry favor with 
foreign Jewish organizations (Gitelman 1988). During the 1920s and throughout 
the 1930s the Soviet Union accepted aid for Soviet Jews from foreign Jewish 
organizations, especially the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee 
which was funded by wealthy American Jews (Warburg, Schiff, Kuhn, Loeb, 
Lehman, Marshall). Another revealing incident occurred when Stalin ordered the 
murder of two Jewish leaders of the international socialist movement, Henryk 
Ehrlich and Victor Alter. These murders created an international incident, and 
there were protests by leftists around the world (Rapoport 1990, 68). The furor 
did not die down until the Soviets established a Jewish organization, the Jewish 
Anti-Fascist Committee (JAC), dedicated to winning the favor of American Jews. 
American Jewish leaders, such as Nahum Goldmann of the World Jewish 
Congress and Rabbi Stephen S. Wise of the American Jewish Congress 
(AJCongress), helped quell the uproar over the incident and shore up positive 
views of the Soviet Union among American Jews. They, along with a wide range 
of American Jewish radicals, warmly greeted JAC representatives in New York 
during World War II. 

Again, the contrast is striking. The Soviet government killed millions of 
Ukrainian and Russian peasants during the 1920s and 1930s, executed hundreds 
of thousands of people who were purged from their positions in the party and 
throughout the economy, imprisoned hundreds of thousands of people in 
appalling conditions that produced incredibly high mortality and without any 
meaningful due process, drafted hundreds of thousands of people into forced 
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labor with enormous loss of life, and ordered the collective punishment and 
deportation of Cossacks and other ethnic groups, resulting in mass murder of 
these groups. At the same time, actions against a handful of Jewish Communists 
were taken cautiously and performed with reassurances that the government still 
had very positive views of Jews and Judaism. 

A major theme of Chapter 3 of CofC is that in general Jewish leftists, including 
supporters of Bolshevism, continued to identify as Jews and that Jewish support 
for these causes waxed or waned depending on their congruence with specific 
Jewish issues. However, I should have emphasized more just how much 
specifically Jewish issues mattered, that indeed Jewish involvement with 
Bolshevism is perhaps the most egregious example of Jewish moral particularism 
in all of history. The horrific consequences of Bolshevism for millions of non-
Jewish Soviet citizens do not seem to have been an issue for Jewish leftists—a 
pattern that continues into the present. In CofC, I noted that Ilya Ehrenberg’s 
silence about Soviet brutalities involving the murder of millions of its citizens 
during the 1930s may have been motivated largely by his view that the Soviet 
Union was a bulwark against fascism (Rubenstein 1996, 143–145). This moral 
blindspot was quite common. During the 1930s, when millions of Soviet citizens 
were being murdered by the Soviet government, the Communist Party USA took 
great pains to appeal to specific Jewish interests, including opposing anti-
Semitism, supporting Zionism, and advocating the importance of maintaining 
Jewish cultural traditions. During this period, “the American radical movement 
glorified the development of Jewish life in the Soviet Union. . . . The Soviet 
Union was living proof that under socialism the Jewish question could be solved” 
(Kann 1981, 152–153). Communism was perceived as “good for Jews.” Radical 
Jews—a substantial percentage of the entire Jewish community at that time—saw 
the world through Jewish lenses.  

A fascinating example of an American Jewish radical who extolled the virtues 
of the Soviet Union is Joe Rapoport (Kann 1981, 20–42, 109–125)— mentioned 
briefly in CofC, but his example bears a deeper examination. Rapoport joined a 
Jewish detachment of the Red Army that was fighting the Ukrainian nationalists 
in the civil war that followed the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917. Like many other 
Jews, he chose the Red Army because it opposed the anti-Jewish actions of the 
Ukrainian nationalists. Like the vast majority of Russian Jews, he greeted the 
revolution because it improved the lives of the Jews.  

After emigrating to the U.S., Rapoport visited the Ukraine in November of 
1934, less then one year after the famine created by Soviet government actions 
that killed 4 million Ukrainian peasants (Werth 1999, 159ff ). The peasants had 
resisted being forced to join collective farms and were aided by local Ukrainian 
authorities. The response of the central government was to arrest farmers and 
confiscate all grain, including reserves to be used for next year’s harvest. Since 
they had no food, the peasants attempted to leave for the cities but were 
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prevented from doing so by the government. The peasants starved by the 
millions. Parents abandoned starving children before starving themselves; 
cannibalism was rampant; remaining workers were tortured to force them to hand 
over any remaining food. Methods of torture included the ‘cold’ method where 
the victim was stripped bare and left out in the cold, stark naked. Sometimes 
whole brigades of collective workers were treated in this fashion. In the ‘hot’ 
method, the feet and the bottom of the skirt of female workers were doused with 
gasoline and then set alight. The flames were put out, and the process was 
repeated (Werth 1999, 166). During the period when the famine claimed a total 
of 6 million lives throughout the country, the government exported eighteen 
million hundredweight of grain in order to obtain money for industrialization. 

These horrors are unmentioned by Rapoport in his account of his 1934 visit. 
Instead, he paints a very positive portrait of life in the Ukraine under the Soviets. 
Life is good for the Jews. He is pleased that Yiddish culture is accepted not only 
by Jews but by non-Jews as well, a clear indication of the privileged status of 
Judaism in the Soviet Union during this period. (For example, he recounts an 
incident in which a Ukrainian worker read a story in Yiddish to the other 
workers, Jews and non-Jews alike.) Young Jews were taking advantage of new 
opportunities not only in Yiddish culture but “in the economy, in the government, 
in participation in the general life of the country” (Kann 1981, 120). Older Jews 
complained that the government was anti-religious, and young Jews complained 
that Leon Trotsky, “the national pride of the Jewish people,” had been removed. 
But the message to American radicals was upbeat: “It was sufficient to learn that 
the Jewish young people were in higher positions and embraced the Soviet 
system” (Kann 1981, 122). Rapoport sees the world through Jewish-only eyes. 
The massive suffering in which a total of nearly 20 million Soviet citizens had 
already died because of government actions is irrelevant. When he looks back on 
his life as an American Jewish radical, his only ambivalence and regrets are 
about supporting Soviet actions he saw as not in the Jewish interest, such as the 
non-aggression pact with Germany and failure to consistently support Israel.  

Rapoport was thus an exemplar of the many defenders of Communism in the 
U.S. media and intellectual circles (see below and Ch. 3). A prominent example 
of malfeasance by the media was the New York Times, owned by a Jewish family 
and much on the mind of those concerned about Jewish media influence (see 
above). During the 1930s, while it was highlighting German persecution of Jews 
and pushing for intervention into World War II against Germany, the Times 
completely whitewashed the horrors of Soviet rule, including the Ukrainian 
famine, even though the story was covered extensively by the Hearst newspapers 
and even though the leadership of the Times had been informed on numerous 
occasions that its correspondent was painting a false picture of Stalin’s actions.25 

Peter Novick’s recent book, The Holocaust in American Life, contributes to 
scholarship on the involvement of Jews in the radical left during the 20th century. 
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He shows that Jewish organizations in the U.S. were well aware of Jewish 
involvement in Communism, but they argued that only a minority of Jews were 
involved and downplayed the fact that a majority of Communists were Jews, that 
an even greater majority of Communist leaders were Jews, that the great majority 
of those called up by the House Un-American Activities Committee in the 1940s 
and 1950s were Jews, and that most of those prosecuted for spying for the Soviet 
Union were Jews (see also Chapter 3 of CofC and MacDonald 1998a, 200–201).  

Indeed, the proposal that leftist radicalism represented a minority of the 
American Jewish community is far from obvious. In fact, the immigrant Jewish 
community in the U.S. from 1886 to 1920 can best be described as “one big 
radical debating society” (Cohn 1958, 621). Long after this period, leftist 
sympathies were widespread in the AJCongress—by far the largest organization 
of American Jews, and Communist-oriented groups were affiliated with the 
AJCongress until being reluctantly purged during the McCarthy era (Svonkin 
1997, 132, 166). Recently no less a figure than Representative Samuel Dickstein, 
discussed in Chapter 7 as a strong Congressional proponent of immigration and 
certainly a  prominent and mainstream figure in the Jewish community, was 
revealed as a Soviet spy (Weinstein & Vassiliev 1999). 

Novick notes that Jewish organizations made sure that Hollywood movies did 
not show any Communist characters with Jewish names. Newspapers and 
magazines such as Time and Life, which were at that time controlled by non-
Jews, agreed not to publish letters on the Jewishness of American Communists at 
the behest of a staff member of the AJCommittee (Novick 1999, 95).  

Novick also notes that Jewish Communists often used the Holocaust as a 
rhetorical device at a time when mainstream Jewish organizations were trying to 
keep a low profile. This fits well with the material in CofC indicating a strong 
Jewish identification among the vast majority of Jewish Communists. 
Invocations of the Holocaust “became the dominant argument, at least in Jewish 
circles, for opposition to Cold War mobilization” (Novick 1999, 93). Julius and 
Ethel Rosenberg, convicted of spying for the Soviet Union, often invoked the 
Holocaust in rationalizing their actions. Julius testified that the USSR 
“contributed a major share in destroying the Hitler beast who killed 6,000,000 of 
my co-religionists” (p. 94). Public demonstrations of support for the Rosenbergs 
often invoked the Holocaust. 

Although Bendersky (2000) presents an apologetic account in which Jewish 
involvement in radical leftism is seen as nothing more than the paranoia of racist 
military officers, he shows that U.S. military intelligence had confirmation of the 
linkage from multiple independent sources, including information on financial 
support of revolutionary activity provided by wealthy Jews like Jacob Schiff and 
the Warburg family. These sources included not only its own agents, but also the 
British government and the U.S. State Department Division of Russian Affairs. 
These sources asserted that Jews dominated the Bolshevik governments of the 
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Soviet Union and Hungary and that Jews in other countries were sympathetic to 
Bolshevism. Similarly, Szajkowski (1977) shows that the view that Jews 
dominated the Bolshevik government was very widespread among Russians and 
foreigners in the Soviet Union, including American and British military and 
diplomatic personnel and administrators of relief agencies. He also shows that 
sympathy for the Bolshevik government was the norm within the Eastern 
European immigrant Jewish community in the U.S. in the period from 1918–
1920, but that the older German-Jewish establishment (whose numbers were 
dwarfed by the more recent immigrants from Eastern Europe) opposed 
Bolshevism during this period. 

While the Jewish Holocaust has become a moral touchstone and premier 
cultural icon in Western societies, the Jewish blind spot about the horrors of 
Bolshevism continues into the present time. Jewish media figures who were 
blacklisted because of Communist affiliations in the 1940s are now heroes, 
honored by the film industry, praised in newspapers, their work exhibited in 
museums.26 For example, an event commemorating the blacklist was held at the 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in October 1997. Organized by 
the four guilds—the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists 
(AFTRA), Directors Guild of America (DGA), Screen Actors Guild (SAG) and 
Writers Guild of America, west (WGAw), the event honored the lives and careers 
of the blacklisted writers and condemned the guilds’ lack of response fifty years 
earlier.27 At the same time, the Writers Guild of America has been restoring 
dozens of credits to movies written by screenwriters who wrote under 
pseudonyms or used fronts while blacklisted. Movies on the topic paint a picture 
of innocent Jewish idealists hounded by a ruthless, oppressive government, and 
critics like Bernheimer (1998, 163–166) clearly approve this assessment. In the 
same vein, the 1983 movie Daniel, based on a novel by E. L. Doctorow and 
directed by Sydney Lumet, portrayed the conviction of the Rosenbergs as “a 
matter of political expediency. The persecution  is presented as a nightmarish 
vision of Jewish victimization, senseless and brutal” (Bernheimer 1998, 178).  

A nostalgic and exculpatory attitude toward the Jewish Old Left is apparent in 
recent accounts of the children of “red diaper babies,” including those who have 
come to reject their leftist commitments. For example, Ronald Radosh’s (2001a) 
Commies describes the all-encompassing world of Jewish radicalism of his 
youth. His father belonged to a classic Communist Party front organization called 
the Trade Union Unity League. Radosh was a dutiful son, throwing himself 
fervently into every cause that bore the party’s stamp of approval, attending a 
party-inspired summer camp and a New York City red-diaper high school 
(known as “the Little Red Schoolhouse for little Reds”), and participating in 
youth festivals modeled on Soviet extravaganzas. It says a lot about the Jewish 
milieu of the Party that a common joke was: “What Jewish holidays do you 
celebrate?” “Paul Robeson’s birthday and May Day.” Radosh only questioned 
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the leftist faith when he was rejected and blackballed by his leftist comrades for 
publishing a book that established the guilt of Julius Rosenberg. Radosh shows 
that academic departments of history remain a bastion of apologia for the far left. 
Many academic historians shunned Radosh because of his findings, including 
Eric Foner, another Red Diaper Baby, who was a president of the American 
Historical Association. Radosh writes of the “reflexive hatred of the American 
system” that pervades the left. It was indeed a “reflexive hatred”—a hatred that, 
as discussed in CofC, was due far more to their strong Jewish identifications than 
to anything objectively wrong with American society. Nevertheless, despite his 
reservations about the leftism of his past, he presents the motivations of Jewish 
communists as idealistic even as they provided “the ideological arguments meant 
to rationalize Soviet crimes and gain the support by Americans for Soviet foreign 
policy” (Radosh 2001b). 

Despite the massive evidence for a very large Jewish involvement in these 
movements, there are no apologies from Jewish organizations and very few mea 
culpas from Jewish intellectuals. If anything, the opposite is true, given the 
idealization of blacklisted writers and the continuing tendency to portray U.S. 
Communists as idealists who were crushed by repressive McCarthyism. Because 
many Communist societies eventually developed anti-Jewish movements, Jewish 
organizations portray Jews as victims of Communism, not as critical to its rise to 
power, as deeply involved in the murderous reign of terror unleashed by these 
regimes, and as apologists for the Soviet Union in the West. Forgotten in this 
history are the millions of deaths, the forced labor, the quieting of all dissent that 
occurred during the height of Jewish power in the Soviet Union. Remembered 
are the anti-Jewish trends of late Communism.  

The 20th century in Europe and the Western world, like the 15th century in 
Spain, was a Jewish century because Jews and Jewish organizations were 
intimately and decisively involved in all of the important events. If I am correct 
in asserting that Jewish participation was a necessary condition for the Bolshevik 
Revolution and its murderous aftermath, one could also argue that Jews thereby 
had a massive influence on later events. The following is an “alternative history”; 
i.e., a history of what might have happened if certain events had not happened. 
For example, alternative historian Niall Ferguson’s The Pity of War makes a 
plausible case that if England had not entered World War I, Germany would have 
defeated France and Russia and would have become the dominant power in 
Europe. The Czar’s government may well have collapsed, but the changes would 
have led to a constitutional government instead of the Bolshevik regime. Hitler 
would not have come to power because Germans would have already achieved 
their national aspirations. World War II would not have happened, and there 
would have been no Cold War.  
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But of course these things did happen. In the same way, one can then also ask 
what might have happened in the absence of Jewish involvement in the 
Bolshevik Revolution. The argument would go as follows:  

(1) Given that World War I did occur and that the Czar’s government was 
drastically weakened, it seems reasonable that there would have been major 
changes in Russia. However, without Jewish involvement, the changes in Russia 
would have resulted in a constitutional monarchy, a representative republic, or 
even a nationalist military junta that enjoyed broad popular support among the 
Great Russian majority instead of a dictatorship dominated by ethnic outsiders, 
especially Jews and “jewified non-Jews,” to use Lindemann’s (1997) term. It 
would not have been an explicitly Marxist revolution, and therefore it would not 
have had a blueprint for a society that sanctioned war against its own people and 
their traditional culture. The ideology of the Bolshevik revolution sanctioned the 
elimination of whole classes of people, and indeed mass murder has been a 
characteristic of communism wherever it has come to power (Courtois et al. 
1999). These massacres were made all the easier because the Revolution was led 
by ethnic outsiders with little or no sympathy for the Russians or other peoples 
who suffered the most.  

(2) Conservatives throughout Europe and the United States believed that Jews 
were responsible for Communism and the Bolshevik Revolution (Bendersky 
2000; Mayer 1988; Nolte 1965; Szajkowski 1974). The Jewish role in leftist 
political movements was a common source of anti-Jewish attitudes, not only 
among the National Socialists in Germany, but among a great many non-Jewish 
intellectuals and political figures. Indeed, in the years following  World War I, 
British, French, and U.S. political leaders, including Woodrow Wilson, David 
Lloyd George, Winston Churchill and Lord Balfour, believed in Jewish 
responsibility, and such attitudes were common in the military and diplomatic 
establishments in these countries (e.g., Szajkowski 1974, 166ff; see also above 
and Ch. 3). For example, writing in 1920, Winston Churchill typified the 
perception that Jews were behind what he termed a “world-wide conspiracy for 
the overthrow of civilization.” The role of Jews in the Bolshevik Revolution “is 
certainly a very great one; it probably outweighs all others.” Churchill noted the 
predominance of Jews among Bolshevik leaders (Trotsky, Zinoviev, Litvinoff, 
Krassin, Radek) and among those responsible for “the system of [state] 
terrorism.” Churchill also noted that Jews were prominent in revolutionary 
movements in Hungary, in Germany, and in the United States. The identification 
of Jews with revolutionary radicalism became a major concern of the military 
and political leaders throughout Western Europe and the United States 
(Bendersky 2000; Szajkowski 1974). Moreover, as noted above, the deep 
involvement of Jews in Bolshevism was privately acknowledged within Jewish 
activist organizations. Lucien Wolf, a fixture in the Anglo-Jewish establishment, 
noted that, “I know the political history of the Jews in Europe and the part played 
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by Jews in Bolshevism much too well not to realise the danger that we run in 
pretending that they always did hold aloof from revolution. There would have 
been no progress in Europe without revolution and I have often written and 
lectured—and I shall do so again—in praise of the Jews who have helped the 
good work” (in Szajkowski 1974, 172). 

(3) In Germany, the identification of Jews and Bolshevism was common in the 
middle classes and was a critical part of the National Socialist view of the world. 
For middle-class Germans, “the experience of the Bolshevik revolution in 
Germany was so immediate, so close to home, and so disquieting, and statistics 
seemed to prove the overwhelming participation of Jewish ringleaders so 
irrefutably,” that even many liberals believed in Jewish responsibility (Nolte 
1965, 331). Hitler was also well aware of the predominance of Jews in the short-
lived revolutions in Hungary and in the German province of Bavaria in 1919. He 
had experienced the Jewish involvement in the Bavarian revolution personally, 
and this may well have been a decisive moment in the development of his anti-
Jewish ideas (Lindemann 2000, 90). 

Jewish involvement in the horrors of Communism was therefore an important 
ingredient in Hitler’s desire to destroy the USSR and in the anti-Jewish actions of 
the German National Socialist government. Ernst Nolte and several other 
historians have argued that the Jewish role in the Bolshevik Revolution was an 
important cause of the Holocaust. Hitler and the National Socialists certainly 
believed that Jews were critical to the success of the Bolshevik Revolution. They 
compared the Soviet Union to a man with a Slavic body and a Jewish-Bolshevik 
brain (Nolte 1965, 357–358). They attributed the mass murders of 
Communism—”the most radical form of Jewish genocide ever known”—to the 
Jewish-Bolshevik brain (Nolte 1965, 393). The National Socialists were well 
aware that the Soviet government committed mass murder against its enemies 
and believed that it was intent on promoting a world revolution in which many 
more millions of people would be murdered. As early as 1918 a prominent 
Jewish Bolshevik, Grigory Zinoviev, spoke publicly about the need to eliminate 
ten million Russians—an underestimate by half, as it turned out. Seizing upon 
this background, Hitler wrote,  

Now begins the last great revolution. By wrestling political 
power for himself, the Jew casts off the few remaining shreds of 
disguise he still wears. The democratic plebeian Jew turns into 
the blood Jew and the tyrant of peoples. In a few years he will 
try to exterminate the national pillars of intelligence and, by 
robbing the peoples of their natural spiritual leadership, will 
make them ripe for the slavish lot of a permanent subjugation. 
The most terrible example of this is Russia. (In Nolte 1965, 406) 
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This line of reasoning does not imply that there were no other critical factors. 
If World War I had not occurred and if the Czar hadn’t entered that war, then the 
Czar could have stayed in power much longer. Russia might have been 
transformed gradually into a modern Western state rather than be subjected to the 
horrors of Communism. In the same way, Hitler may not have come to power if 
there had been no Great Depression or if Germany had won World War I. Such 
events also would have altered things enormously.  

(4) The victory over National Socialism then set the stage for the tremendous 
increase in Jewish power in the post-World War II Western world. This new-
found power facilitated the establishment of Israel, the transformation of the 
United States and other Western nations in the direction of multi-racial, multi-
cultural societies via large-scale non-white immigration, and the consequent 
decline in European demographic and cultural pre-eminence. The critical details 
of these and other consequences of Jewish rise to international elite status and 
power are described in CofC.  

 
FROM THE CULTURE OF CRITIQUE TO THE CULTURE 

OF THE HOLOCAUST 

While CofC describes the “culture of critique” dominated by Jewish 
intellectual and political movements, perhaps insufficient attention was given to 
the critical elements of the new culture that has replaced the traditional European 
cultural forms that dominated a century ago. Central to the new culture is the 
elevation of Jewish experiences of suffering during World War II, collectively 
referred to as “the Holocaust”, to the level of the pivotal historico-cultural icon in 
Western societies. Since the publication of CofC, two books have appeared on 
the political and cultural functions of the Holocaust in contemporary life—Peter 
Novick’s The Holocaust in American Life, and Norman Finkelstein’s The 
Holocaust Industry. Novick’s book, the more scholarly of the two, notes that the 
Holocaust has assumed a preeminent status as a symbol of the consequences of 
ethnic conflict. He argues that the importance of the Holocaust is not a 
spontaneous phenomenon but stems from highly focused, well-funded efforts of 
Jewish organizations and individual Jews with access to the major media: 

We are not just “the people of the book,” but the people of 
the Hollywood film and the television miniseries, of the 
magazine article and the newspaper column, of the comic book 
and the academic symposium. When a high level of concern with 
the Holocaust became widespread in American Jewry, it was, 
given the important role that Jews play in American media and 
opinion-making elites, not only natural, but virtually inevitable 
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that it would spread throughout the culture at large. (Novick 
1999, 12)  

The Holocaust was originally promoted to rally support for Israel following the 
1967 and 1973 Arab-Israeli wars: “Jewish organizations . . . [portrayed] Israel’s 
difficulties as stemming from the world’s having forgotten the Holocaust. The 
Holocaust framework allowed one to put aside as irrelevant any legitimate 
ground for criticizing Israel, to avoid even considering the possibility that the 
rights and wrongs were complex” (Novick 1999, 155). As the threat to Israel 
subsided, the Holocaust was promoted as the main source of Jewish identity and 
in the effort to combat assimilation and intermarriage among Jews. During this 
period, the Holocaust was also promoted among gentiles as an antidote to anti-
Semitism. In recent years this has involved a large scale educational effort 
(including mandated courses in the public schools of several states) spearheaded 
by Jewish organizations and staffed by thousands of Holocaust professionals 
aimed at conveying the lesson that “tolerance and diversity [are] good; hate [is] 
bad, the overall rubric [being] ‘man’s inhumanity to man’ “ (pp. 258–259). The 
Holocaust has thus become an instrument of Jewish ethnic interests not only as a 
symbol intended to create moral revulsion at violence directed at minority ethnic 
groups—prototypically the Jews, but also as an instrument to silence opponents 
of high levels of multi-ethnic immigration into Western societies. As described in 
CofC, promoting high levels of multi-ethnic immigration has been a goal of 
Jewish groups since the late 19th century. 

Jewish Holocaust activists insisted on the “incomprehensibility and 
inexplicability of the Holocaust” (Novick 1999, 178)—an attempt to remove all 
rational discussion of its causes and to prevent comparisons to numerous other 
examples of ethnic violence. “Even many observant Jews are often willing to 
discuss the founding myths of Judaism naturalistically—subject them to rational, 
scholarly analysis. But they’re unwilling to adopt this mode of thought when it 
comes to the ‘inexplicable mystery’ of the Holocaust, where rational analysis is 
seen as inappropriate or sacrilegious” (p. 200). Holocaust activist Elie Wiesel 
“sees the Holocaust as ‘equal to the revelation at Sinai’ in its religious 
significance; attempts to ‘desanctify’ or ‘demystify’ the Holocaust are, he says, a 
subtle form of anti-Semitism” (p. 201).  

Because the Holocaust is regarded as a unique, unknowable event, Jewish 
organizations and Israeli diplomats cooperated to block the U.S. Congress from 
commemorating the Armenian genocide. “Since Jews recognized the Holocaust’s 
uniqueness—that it was ‘incomparable,’ beyond any analogy—they had no 
occasion to compete with others; there could be no contest over the 
incontestable” (p. 195). Abe Foxman, head of the ADL, noted that the Holocaust 
is “not simply one example of genocide but a near successful attempt on the life 
of God’s chosen children and, thus, on God himself” (p. 199)—a comment that 
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illustrates well the intimate connection between Holocaust promotion and the 
more extreme forms of Jewish ethnocentrism at the highest levels of the 
organized Jewish community.  

A result was that American Jews were able to define themselves “as the 
quintessential victim” (Novick 1999, 194). As an expression of this tendency, 
Holocaust activist Simon Wiesenthal compiled a calendar showing when, where 
and by whom Jews were persecuted on every day of the year. Holocaust 
consciousness was the ultimate expression of a victim mentality. The Holocaust 
came to symbolize the natural and inevitable terminus of anti-Semitism. “There 
is no such thing as overreaction to an anti-Semitic incident, no such thing as 
exaggerating the omnipresent danger. Anyone who scoffed at the idea that there 
were dangerous portents in American society hadn’t learned ‘the lesson of the 
Holocaust’ “ (p. 178).  

While Jews are portrayed as the quintessential victim in Holocaust 
iconography, the vast majority of non-Jews are portrayed as potential or actual 
anti-Semites. “Righteous Gentiles” are acknowledged, but the criteria are strict. 
They must have risked their lives, and often the lives of the members of their 
families as well, to save a Jew. “Righteous Gentiles” must display “self-
sacrificing heroism of the highest and rarest order” (Novick 1999, 180). Such 
people are extremely rare, and any Jew who discusses “Righteous Gentiles” for 
any other reason comes under heavy criticism. The point is to shore up the 
fortress mentality of Jews—”promoting a wary suspicion of gentiles” (p. 180). A 
prominent Jewish feminist exemplifies this attitude: “Every conscious Jew longs 
to ask her or his non-Jewish friends, ‘would you hide me?’—and suppresses the 
question for fear of hearing the sounds of silence” (p. 181).  

Consciousness of the Holocaust is very high among Jews. A 1998 survey 
found that “remembrance of the Holocaust” was listed as “extremely important” 
or “very important” to Jewish identity—far more often than anything else, such 
as synagogue attendance and travel to Israel. Indeed, Jewish identity is far more 
important than American identity for many American Jews: “In recent years it 
has become not just permissible but in some circles laudable for American Jews 
to assert the primacy of Jewish over American loyalty” (Novick 1999, 34). (See, 
e.g., the comments by AJCommittee official Stephen Steinlight above.) 

However, consciousness of the Holocaust is not confined to Jews but has 
become institutionalized as an American cultural icon. Besides the many 
Holocaust memorial museums that dot the country and the mushrooming of 
mandated courses about the Holocaust in public schools, a growing number of 
colleges and universities now have endowed chairs in Holocaust Studies. 
“Considering all the Holocaust institutions of one kind or another in the United 
States, there are by now thousands of full-time Holocaust professionals dedicated 
to keeping its memory alive” (Novick 1999, 277). 
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This effort has been very successful. In a 1990 survey, a substantial majority 
agreed that the Holocaust “was the worst tragedy in history” (Novick 1999, 232; 
italics in text). Recently, the main thrust of the Holocaust as cultural icon is the 
ratification of multiculturalism. Between 80 and 90 percent of those surveyed 
agreed that the need to protect the rights of minorities, and not “going along with 
everybody else” were lessons to be drawn from the Holocaust. Respondents 
agreed in similar proportions that “it is important that people keep hearing about 
the Holocaust so that it will not happen again.”  

The effort has perhaps been even more effective in Germany where “critical 
discussion of Jews . . . is virtually impossible. Whether conservative or liberal, a 
contemporary German intellectual who says anything outside a narrowly defined 
spectrum of codified pieties about Jews, the Holocaust, and its postwar effects on 
German society runs the risk of professional and social suicide” (Anderson 
2001). Discussions of the work of Jewish intellectuals have come to dominate 
German intellectual life to the almost complete exclusion of non-Jewish 
Germans. Many of these intellectuals are the subjects of CofC, including Walter 
Benjamin, Theodore Adorno, Herbert Marcuse, Hannah Arendt, Paul Celan, and 
Sigmund Freud. “Shoah business” “has become a staple of contemporary 
German cultural and political life. Germans thrive on debates about the 
Holocaust and their ongoing responsibility to preserve its memory, campaigning 
to erect a gigantic memorial to the Jewish dead in the historic center of Berlin, or 
flocking to hear the American scholar Daniel Goldhagen’s crude and unhistorical 
diatribes against the German national character” (Anderson 2001). Scholars have 
lost all sense of normal standards of intellectual criticism and have come to 
identify more or less completely with the Jewish victims of Nazism.  

For example, Holocaust poet Paul Celan has become a central cultural figure, 
superceding all other 20th-century poets. His works are now beyond rational 
criticism, to the point that they have become enveloped in a sort of stultifying 
mysticism: “Frankly, I find troubling the sacred, untouchable aura that surrounds 
Celan’s name in Germany; troubling also the way in which his name functions 
like a trump card in intellectual discussions, closing off debate and excluding 
other subjects” (Anderson 2001). Jewish writers like Kafka are seen as 
intellectual giants who are above criticism; discussions of Kafka’s work focus on 
his Jewish identity and are imbued by consciousness of the Holocaust despite the 
fact that he died in 1924. Even minor Jewish writers are elevated to the highest 
levels of the literary canon while Germans like Thomas Mann are discussed 
mainly because they held views on Jews that have become unacceptable in polite 
society.  In the U.S., German scholars are constrained to teach only the works of 
Germans of Jewish background, their courses dwelling on persecution, and 
genocide.  

Indeed, it is not too far fetched to suppose that German culture as the culture of 
Germans has disappeared entirely, replaced by the culture of the Holocaust. The 
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Holocaust has not only become a quasi-religion capable of eradicating the 
remnants of German culture, Jews have become sanctified as a people. As Amos 
Elon noted in describing the German response to a new Jewish museum in 
Berlin, “With so much hyperbole, so many undoubtedly sincere expressions of 
guilt and regret, and of admiration for all things Jewish, one could not help 
feeling that fifty years after the Holocaust, the new republic was, in effect, 
beatifying the German Jews” (Elon 2001).  

Like Novick, Finkelstein (2000) takes a functionalist view of “the Holocaust 
Industry,” arguing that it serves as a vehicle for obtaining money for Jewish 
organizations from European governments and corporations, and for justifying 
the policies of Israel and U.S. support for Israeli policy (p. 8). Finkelstein also 
argues that embracing the Holocaust allows the wealthiest and most powerful 
group in the U.S. to claim victim status. The ideology of the Holocaust states that 
it is unique and inexplicable—as also noted by Novick. But Finkelstein also 
emphasizes how the Holocaust Industry promotes the idea that anti-Jewish 
attitudes and behavior stem completely from irrational loathing by non-Jews and 
have nothing to do with conflicts of interest. For example, Elie Wiesel: “For two 
thousand years . . . we were always threatened. . . . For what? For no reason” (in 
Finkelstein 2000, 53). (By contrast, the basic premise of my book, Separation 
and Its Discontents [MacDonald 1998a] is precisely that anti-Jewish attitudes and 
behavior throughout history are firmly rooted in conflicts of interest). Finkelstein 
quotes Boas Evron, an Israeli writer, approvingly: “Holocaust awareness” is “an 
official, propagandistic indoctrination, a churning out of slogans and a false view 
of the world, the real aim of which is not at all an understanding of the past, but a 
manipulation of the present” (p. 41). 

Finkelstein notes the role of the media in supporting the Holocaust Industry, 
quoting Elie Wiesel, “When I want to feel better, I turn to the Israeli items in The 
New York Times” (p. 8). The New York Times, which is owned by the Sulzberger 
family (see below), “serves as the main promotional vehicle of the Holocaust 
Industry. It is primarily responsible for advancing the careers of Jerzy Kosinski, 
Daniel Goldhagen, and Elie Wiesel. For frequency of coverage, the Holocaust 
places a close second to the daily weather report. Typically, The New York Times 
Index 1999 listed fully 273 entries for the Holocaust. By comparison, the whole 
of Africa rated 32 entries” (Finkelstein 2001). Besides a receptive media, the 
Holocaust Industry takes advantage of its power over the U.S. government to 
apply pressure to foreign governments, particularly the governments of Eastern 
Europe (pp. 133ff).  

In a poignant allusion to the pervasive double standard of contemporary Jewish 
ethical attitudes (and reflecting a similar ethical double standard that pervades 
Jewish religious writing throughout history), Finkelstein describes a January 
2000 Holocaust education conference attended by representatives of 50 countries, 
including Prime Minister Ehud Barak of Israel. The conference declared that the 
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international community had a “solemn responsibility” to oppose genocide, 
ethnic cleansing, racism, and xenophobia. A reporter afterward asked Barak 
about the Palestinian refugees. “On principle, Barak replied, he was against even 
one refugee coming to Israel: ‘We cannot accept moral, legal, or other 
responsibility for refugees’ “ (p. 137).  

JEWS AND THE MEDIA: SHAPING “WAYS OF SEEING” 
I noted above that Jewish movements opposing European domination of the 

U.S. focused on three critical areas of power: The academic world of information 
in the social sciences and humanities, the political world where public policy on 
immigration and other ethnic issues are decided, and the mass media where 
“ways of seeing” are presented to the public. CofC focused on the first two of 
these sources of power, but little attention was given to the mass media except 
where it served to promote Jewish intellectual or political movements, as in the 
case of psychoanalysis. This lack of attention to the cultural influence of the mass 
media is a major gap. The following represents only a partial and preliminary 
discussion.  

By all accounts, ethnic Jews have a powerful influence in the American 
media—far larger than any other identifiable group. The extent of Jewish 
ownership and influence on the popular media in the United States is remarkable 
given the relatively small proportion of the population that is Jewish.28 In a 
survey performed in the 1980s, 60 percent of a representative sample of the 
movie elite were of Jewish background (Powers et al. 1996, 79n13). Michael 
Medved (1996, 37) notes that “it makes no sense at all to try to deny the reality of 
Jewish power and prominence in popular culture. Any list of the most influential 
production executives at each of the major movie studios will produce a heavy 
majority of recognizably Jewish names. This prominent Jewish role is obvious to 
anyone who follows news reports from Tinsel Town or even bothers to read the 
credits on major movies or television shows.”  

Media ownership is always in flux, but the following is a reasonably accurate 
portrait of current media ownership in the United States by ethnic Jews: 

The largest media company in the world was recently formed by the merger of 
America On Line and Time Warner. Gerald M. Levin, formerly the head of Time 
Warner, is the Chief Executive Officer of the new corporation. AOL-Time 
Warner has holdings in television (e.g., Home Box Office, CNN, Turner 
Broadcasting), music (Warner Music), movies (Warner Brothers Studio, Castle 
Rock Entertainment, and New Line Cinema), and publishing (Time, Sports 
Illustrated, People, Fortune).  

The second largest media company is the Walt Disney Company, headed by 
Michael Eisner. Disney has holdings in movies (Walt Disney Motion Pictures 
Group, under Walt Disney Studios, includes Walt Disney Pictures, Touchstone 
Pictures, Hollywood Pictures, Caravan Pictures, Miramax Films); television 
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(Capital Cities/ABC [owner of the ABC television network], Walt Disney 
Television, Touchstone Television, Buena Vista Television, ESPN, Lifetime, 
A&E Television networks) and cable networks with more than 100 million 
subscribers; radio (ABC Radio Network with over 3,400 affiliates and ownership 
of 26 stations in major cities); publishing (seven daily newspapers, Fairchild 
Publications [Women’s Wear Daily], and the Diversified Publishing Group).  

The third largest media company is Viacom, Inc., headed by Sumner Redstone, 
who is also Jewish. Viacom has holdings in movies (Paramount Pictures); 
broadcasting (the CBS TV network; MTV [a particular focus of criticism by 
cultural conservatives], VH-1, Nickelodeon, Showtime, the National Network, 
Black Entertainment Television, 13 television stations; programming for the 
three television networks); publishing (Simon & Schuster, Scribner, The Free 
Press, and Pocket Books), video rentals (Blockbuster); it is also involved in 
satellite broadcasting, theme parks, and video games.  

Another major media player is Edgar Bronfman, Jr., the son of Edgar 
Bronfman, Sr., president of the World Jewish Congress and heir to the Seagram 
distillery fortune. Until its merger with Vivendi, a French Company, in 
December 2000, Bronfman headed Universal Studios, a major movie production 
company, and the Universal Music Group, the world’s largest music company 
(including Polygram, Interscope Records, Island/Def Jam, Motown, Geffen/DGC 
Records). After the merger, Bronfman became the Executive Vice-Chairman of 
the new company, Vivendi Universal, and the Bronfman family and related 
entities became the largest shareholders in the company.29 Edgar Bronfman, Sr. is 
on the Board of Directors of the new company. Recently Edgar Bronfman 
resigned his position with Vivendi, and Vivendi merged with Barry Diller’s USA 
Network. Diller, a prominent presence in Hollywood and mentor to many 
powerful Hollywood figures (Michael Eisner, Jeffrey Katzenberg), will run the 
new company’s media enterprises. 

 Other major television companies owned by Jews include New World 
Entertainment (owned by Ronald Perelman who also owns Revlon cosmetics), 
and DreamWorks SKG (owned by film director Steven Spielberg, former Disney 
Pictures chairman Jeffrey Katzenberg, and recording industry mogul David 
Geffen). DreamWorks SKG produces movies, animated films, television 
programs, and recorded music. Spielberg is also a Jewish ethnic activist. After 
making Schindler’s List, Spielberg established Survivors of the Shoah 
Foundation with the aid of a grant from the U.S. Congress. He also helped fund 
Professor Deborah Lipstadt’s defense against a libel suit brought by British 
military historian and Holocaust revisionist David Irving.  

In the world of print media, the Newhouse media empire owns 26 daily 
newspapers, including several large and important ones, such as the Cleveland 
Plain Dealer, the Newark Star-Ledger, and the New Orleans Times-Picayune; 
Newhouse Broadcasting, consisting of 12 television broadcasting stations and 87 
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cable-TV systems, including some of the country’s largest cable networks; the 
Sunday supplement Parade, with a circulation of more than 22 million copies per 
week; some two dozen major magazines, including the New Yorker, Vogue, 
Mademoiselle, Glamour, Vanity Fair, Bride’s, Gentlemen’s Quarterly, Self, 
House & Garden, and all the other magazines of the wholly owned Conde Nast 
group.  

The newsmagazine, U.S. News & World Report, with a weekly circulation of 
2.3 million, is owned and published by Mortimer B. Zuckerman. Zuckerman also 
owns New York’s tabloid newspaper, the Daily News, the sixth-largest paper in 
the country, and is the former owner of the Atlantic Monthly. Zuckerman is a 
Jewish ethnic activist. Recently he was named head of the Conference of 
Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, an umbrella organization 
for major Jewish organizations in the U.S.30 Zuckerman’s column in U.S. News 
and World Report regularly defends Israel and has helped to rejuvenate the 
America-Israeli Friendship League, of which he is president.31 

Another Jewish activist with a prominent position in the U.S. media is Martin 
Peretz, owner of The New Republic (TNR) since 1974. Throughout his career 
Peretz has been devoted to Jewish causes, particularly Israel. During the 1967 
Arab-Israeli war, he told Henry Kissinger that his “dovishness stopped at the 
delicatessen door,” and many among his staff feared that all issues would be 
decided on the basis of what was “good for the Jews” (Alterman 1992, 185, 186). 
Indeed, one editor was instructed to obtain material from the Israeli embassy for 
use in TNR editorials. “It is not enough to say that TNR’s owner is merely 
obsessed with Israel; he says so himself. But more importantly, Peretz is 
obsessed with Israel’s critics, Israel’s would-be critics, and people who never 
heard of Israel, but might one day know someone who might someday become a 
critic” (Alterman 1992, 195).  

The Wall Street Journal is the largest-circulation daily newspaper in the U.S. It 
is owned by Dow Jones & Company, Inc., a New York corporation that also 
publishes 24 other daily newspapers and the weekly financial paper Barron’s. 
The chairman and CEO of Dow Jones is Peter R. Kann. Kann also holds the 
posts of chairman and publisher of the Wall Street Journal.  

The Sulzberger family owns the New York Times Co., which owns 33 other 
newspapers, including the Boston Globe. It also owns twelve magazines 
(including McCall’s and Family Circle, each with a circulation of more than 5 
million), seven radio and TV broadcasting stations; a cable-TV system; and three 
book publishing companies. The New York Times News Service transmits news 
stories, features, and photographs from the New York Times by wire to 506 other 
newspapers, news agencies, and magazines.  

Jewish ownership of the New York Times is particularly interesting because it 
has been the most influential newspaper in the U.S. since the start of the 20th 
century. As noted in a recent book on the Sulzberger family (Tifft & Jones 1999), 
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even at that time, there were several Jewish-owned newspapers, including the 
New York World (controlled by Joseph Pulitzer), the Chicago Times-Herald and 
Evening Post (controlled by H. H. Kohlsaat), and the New York Post (controlled 
by the family of Jacob Schiff). In 1896 Adolph Ochs purchased the New York 
Times with the critical backing of several Jewish businessmen, including Isidor 
Straus (co-owner of Macy’s department stores) and Jacob Schiff (a successful 
investment banker who was also a Jewish ethnic activist). “Schiff and other 
prominent Jews like . . . Straus had made it clear they wanted Adolph to succeed 
because they believed he ‘could be of great service to the Jews generally’ “ (Tifft 
& Jones 1999, 37–38). Ochs’s father-in-law was the influential Rabbi Stephen S. 
Wise, president of the AJCongress and the World Jewish Congress and the 
founder of Reform Judaism in the United States.  

There are some exceptions to this pattern of media ownership, but even in such 
cases ethnic Jews have a major managerial role.32 For example, Rupert 
Murdoch’s News Corporation owns Fox Television Network, 20th Century Fox 
Films, Fox 2000, and the New York Post. Barry Diller launched the Fox 
Television Network, and presently Peter Chernin is president and CEO of Fox 
Group, which includes all of News Corporation’s film, television, and publishing 
operations in the United States. Murdoch is deeply philosemitic and deeply 
committed to Israel, at least partly from a close relationship he developed early in 
his career with Leonard Goldenson, who founded the American Broadcasting 
Company. (Goldenson was a major figure in New York’s Jewish establishment 
and an outspoken supporter of Israel.) Murdoch’s publications have taken a 
strongly pro-Israel line, including The Weekly Standard, the premier neo-
conservative magazine, edited by William Kristol. 

Murdoch . . . as publisher and editor-in-chief of the New York 
Post, had a large Jewish constituency, as he did to a lesser degree 
with New York magazine and The Village Voice. Not only had 
the pre-Murdoch Post readership been heavily Jewish, so, too, 
were the present Post advertisers. Most of Murdoch’s closest 
friends and business advisers were wealthy, influential New 
York Jews intensely active in pro-Israel causes. And he himself 
still retained a strong independent sympathy for Israel, a personal 
identification with the Jewish state that went back to his Oxford 
days. (Kiernan 1986, 261) 

Murdoch also developed close relationships with several other prominent 
Jewish figures in the New York establishment, including attorney Howard 
Squadron, who was president of  the AJCongress and head of the Council of 
Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations, and investment banker Stanley 
Schuman. 
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Another exception is NBC which is owned by General Electric. However, the 
President of NBC is Andrew Lack and the President of NBC News is Neal 
Shapiro, both of whom are Jewish. In addition, the Bertelsmann publishing group 
is a Germany-based company that is the largest publisher of trade books in the 
world and also owns magazines, newspapers, and music. Most of Bertelsmann’s 
influence is outside the United States, although it recently purchased the Random 
House Publishing Company.  

Even granting the exceptions, it is clear that Jews enjoy a very powerful 
position in U.S. media, a position that is far more powerful than any other 
racial/ethnic group. The phenomenal concentration of media power in Jewish 
hands becomes all the more extraordinary when one notes that Jews constitute 
approximately 2.5% of the U.S. population. If the Jewish percentage of the 
American media elite is estimated at 59% (Lichter et al. 1983, 55)—probably an 
underestimate at the present time, the degree of disproportionate representation 
may be calculated as greater than 2000%. The likelihood that such an 
extraordinary disparity could arise by chance is virtually nil. Ben Stein, noting 
that about 60% of the top positions in Hollywood are held by Jews, says “Do 
Jews run Hollywood? You bet they do—and what of it?”33 Does Jewish 
ownership and control of the media have any effect on the product? Here I 
attempt to show that the attitudes and opinions favored by the media are those 
generally held by the wider Jewish community, and that the media tends to 
provide positive images of Jews and negative images of traditional American and 
Christian culture. 

As many academics have pointed out, the media have become more and more 
important in creating culture (e.g., Powers et al. 1996, 2). Before the 20th century, 
the main creators of culture were the religious, military, and business institutions. 
In the course of the 20th century these institutions became less important while 
the media have increased in importance (for an account of this transformation in 
the military, see Bendersky 2000). And there is little doubt that the media attempt 
to shape the attitudes and opinions of the audience (Powers et al. 1996, 2–3). Part 
of the continuing culture of critique is that the media elite tend to be very critical 
of Western culture. Western civilization is portrayed as a failing, dying culture, 
but at worst it is presented as sick and evil compared to other cultures (Powers et 
al. 1996, 211). These views were common in Hollywood long before the cultural 
revolution of the 1960s, but they were not often expressed in the media because 
of the influence of non-Jewish cultural conservatives. 

Perhaps the most important issue Jews and Jewish organizations have 
championed is cultural pluralism—the idea that the United States ought not to be 
ethnically and culturally homogeneous. As described in CofC, Jewish 
organizations and Jewish intellectual movements have championed cultural 
pluralism in many ways, especially as powerful and effective advocates of an 
open immigration policy. The media have supported this perspective by 
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portraying cultural pluralism almost exclusively in positive terms—that cultural 
pluralism is easily achieved and is morally superior to a homogeneous Christian 
culture made up mainly of white non-Jews. Characters who oppose cultural 
pluralism are portrayed as stupid and bigoted (Lichter et al. 1994, 251), the 
classic being the Archie Bunker character in Norman Lear’s All in the Family 
television series. Departures from racial and ethnic harmony are portrayed as 
entirely the result of white racism (Powers et al. 1996, 173). 

Since Jews have a decisive influence on television and movies, it is not 
surprising that Jews are portrayed positively in the movies. There have been a 
great many explicitly Jewish movies and television shows with recognizable 
Jewish themes. Hollywood has an important role in promoting “the Holocaust 
Industry,” with movies like Spielberg’s Schindler’s List (1993) and the four-part 
television miniseries Holocaust (1978), written by Gerald Green, directed by 
Marvin Chomsky, and produced by Herbert Brodkin and Robert Berger. Both of 
these films were lavishly promoted by Jewish groups. The promotion for 
Holocaust in 1978 was remarkable (Novick 1999, 210). The ADL distributed ten 
million copies of its sixteen-page tabloid The Record for this purpose. Jewish 
organizations pressured major newspapers to serialize a novel based on the script 
and to publish special inserts on the Holocaust. The Chicago Sun-Times 
distributed hundreds of thousands of copies of its insert to local schools. The 
AJCommittee, in cooperation with NBC, distributed millions of copies of a study 
guide for viewers; teachers’ magazines carried other teaching material tied to the 
program so that teachers could easily discuss the program in class. Jewish 
organizations worked with the National Council of Churches to prepare other 
promotional and educational materials, and they organized advance viewings for 
religious leaders. The day the series began was designated “Holocaust Sunday”; 
various activities were scheduled in cities across the country; the National 
Conference of Christians and Jews distributed yellow stars to be worn on that 
day. Study guides for Jewish children depicted the Holocaust as the result of 
Christian anti-Semitism. The material given to Jewish children also condemned 
Jews who did not have a strong Jewish identity. This massive promotion 
succeeded in many of its goals. These included the introduction of Holocaust 
education programs in many states and municipalities, beginning the process that 
led to the National Holocaust Memorial Museum, and a major upsurge of support 
for Israel. 

In general, television portrays Jewish issues “with respect, relative depth, 
affection and good intentions, and the Jewish characters who appear in these 
shows have, without any doubt, been Jewish—often depicted as deeply involved 
in their Judaism” (Pearl & Pearl 1999, 5). For example, All in the Family (and its 
sequel, Archie Bunker’s Place) not only managed to portray working class 
Europeans as stupid and bigoted, it portrayed Jewish themes very positively. By 
the end of its 12-year run, even archenemy Archie Bunker had raised a Jewish 
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child in his home, befriended a black Jew (implication: Judaism has no ethnic 
connotations), gone into business with a Jewish partner, enrolled as a member of 
a synagogue, praised his close friend at a Jewish funeral, hosted a Sabbath 
dinner, participated in a bat mitzvah ceremony, and joined a group to fight 
synagogue vandalism. These shows, produced by liberal political activist 
Norman Lear, thus exemplify the general trend for television to portray non-Jews 
as participating in Jewish ritual, and “respecting, enjoying, and learning from it. 
Their frequent presence and active involvement underscores the message that 
these things are a normal part of American life” (Pearl & Pearl 1999, 16). Jewish 
rituals are portrayed as “pleasant and ennobling, and they bestow strength, 
harmony, fulfillment, and sense of identity upon those who observe them” (p. 
62).  

Television presents images of Jewish issues that conform to the views of 
mainstream Jewish organizations. Television “invariably depicts anti-Semitism 
as an ugly, abhorrent trait that must be fought at every turn” (p. 103). It is seen as 
metaphysical and beyond analysis. There is never any rational explanation for 
anti-Semitism; anti-Semitism is portrayed as an absolute, irrational evil. Positive, 
well-liked, non-Jewish characters, such as Mary Tyler Moore, often lead the fight 
against anti-Semitism—a pattern reminiscent of that noted in CofC in which non-
Jews become high-profile spokespersons for Jewish dominated movements. 
There is also the implication that anti-Semitism is a proper concern of the entire 
community. 

Regarding Israel, “on the whole, popular TV has conveyed the fact that Israel 
is the Jewish homeland with a strong emotional pull upon Diaspora Jews, that it 
lives in perpetual danger surrounded by foes, and that as a result of the constant 
and vital fight for its survival, it often takes extraordinary (sometimes rogue) 
measures in the fields of security and intelligence” (Pearl & Pearl 1999, 173). 
Non-Jews are portrayed as having deep admiration and respect for Israel, its 
heroism and achievements. Israel is seen as a haven for Holocaust survivors, and 
Christians are sometimes portrayed as having an obligation to Israel because of 
the Holocaust. 

In the movies, a common theme is Jews coming to the rescue of non-Jews, as 
in Independence Day, where Jeff Goldblum plays a “brainy Jew” who rescues the 
world, and in Ordinary People, where Judd Hirsch plays a Jewish psychiatrist 
who rescues an uptight WASP family (Bernheimer 1998, 125–126). The movie 
Addams Family Values, discussed in CofC (Ch. 1, Note 4) is another example of 
this genre. Bernheimer (1998, 162) notes that “in many films, the Jew is the 
moral exemplar who uplifts and edifies a gentile, serving as a humanizing 
influence by embodying culturally ingrained values.” As discussed in CofC, this 
“Jews to the Rescue” theme also characterizes psychoanalysis and Jewish leftist 
radicalism: Psychoanalytic Jews save non-Jews from their neuroses, and radical 
Jews save the world from the evils of capitalism.  
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On the other hand, Christianity is typically portrayed as evil, even going so far 
as depicting Christians as psychopaths. Michael Medved describes Hollywood’s 
cumulative attacks in recent years on the traditional American  family, 
patriotism, and traditional sexual mores—the Hollywood version of the culture of 
critique. But the most obvious focus of attack is on the Christian religion: 

In the ongoing war on traditional values, the assault on 
organized faith represents the front to which the entertainment 
industry has most clearly committed itself. On no other issue do 
the perspectives of the show business elites and those of the 
public at large differ more dramatically. Time and again, the 
producers have gone out of their way to affront the religious 
sensibilities of ordinary Americans. (Medved 1992/1993, 50)34 

Medved fails to find even one film made since the mid-1970s where 
Christianity is portrayed positively apart from a few films where it is portrayed as 
an historical relic—a museum piece. Examples where Christianity is portrayed 
negatively abound. For example, in the film Monsignor (1982), a Catholic priest 
commits every imaginable sin, including the seduction of a glamorous nun and 
then is involved in her death. In Agnes of God (1985), a disturbed young nun 
gives birth in a convent, murders her baby, and then flushes the tiny, bloody 
corpse down the toilet. There are also many subtle anti-Christian scenes in 
Hollywood films, such as when the director Rob Reiner repeatedly focuses on the 
tiny gold crosses worn by Kathy Bates, the sadistic villain in Misery.  

Another media tendency is to portray small towns as filled with bigots and 
anti-Semites. Media commentator Ben Stein records the hostility of the media 
toward rural America: 

 
The typical Hollywood writer . . . is of an ethnic background 

from a large Eastern city—usually from Brooklyn [i.e., they have 
a Jewish background]. He grew up being taught that people in 
small towns hated him, were different from him, and were out to 
get him [i.e., small town people are anti-Semites]. As a result, 
when he gets the chance, he attacks the small town on television 
or the movies. . . . 

The television shows and movies are not telling it “like it is”; 
instead they are giving us the point of view of a small and 
extremely powerful section of the American intellectual 
community—those who write for the mass visual media. . . . 
What is happening, as a consequence, is something unusual and 
remarkable. A national culture is making war upon a way of life 
that is still powerfully attractive and widely practiced in the same 
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country. . . . Feelings of affection for small towns run deep in 
America, and small-town life is treasured by millions of people. 
But in the mass culture of the country, a hatred for the small 
town is spewed out on television screens and movie screens 
every day. . . . Television and the movies are America’s folk 
culture, and they have nothing but contempt for the way of life 
of a very large part of the folk. . . . People are told that their 
culture is, at its root, sick, violent, and depraved, and this 
message gives them little confidence in the future of that culture. 
It also leads them to feel ashamed of their country and to believe 
that if their society is in decline, it deserves to be. (Stein 1976, 
22) 

 
This is a good example of social identity processes so important in both Jewish 

attitudes toward non-Jews and non-Jewish attitudes toward Jews: Outgroups are 
portrayed negatively and ingroups are portrayed positively (see CofC passim and 
MacDonald 1998a, Ch. 1).  

Influence on the media undoubtedly has a major influence on how Israel is 
portrayed—a major theme of Finkelstein’s (2000) The Holocaust Industry. Ari 
Shavit, an Israeli columnist, described his feelings on the killings of a hundred 
civilians in a military skirmish in southern Lebanon in 1996, “We killed them out 
of a certain naive hubris. Believing with absolute certitude that now, with the 
White House, the Senate, and much of the American media in our hands, the 
lives of others do not count as much as our own.”35 The election of Ariel Sharon 
as Prime Minister of Israel provides another study in contrast. There was a huge 
difference in the media reaction to Sharon and the response to the situation in 
Austria when Jörg Haider’s Freedom Party won enough seats in parliament to 
have a role in the Austrian government. Several countries, including Israel, 
recalled their ambassadors in response to the election of Haider. Politicians 
around the world condemned Austria and announced that they would not tolerate 
Haider’s participation in any Austrian government. Trade embargoes against 
Austria were threatened. The cause of these actions was that Haider had said that 
there had been many decent people fighting on the German side during World 
War II, including some in the SS. He had also said that some of Hitler’s 
economic policies in the 1930s had made good sense. And he had called for a 
cutoff of immigration into Austria. Haider apologized for these statements, but 
the electoral success of his party resulted in the ostracism of Austria and a 
continuous barrage of alarmist media attacks against him personally. 

Contrast this with the treatment of Ariel Sharon’s election as prime minister of 
Israel in 2001. Sharon was Israel’s Minister of Defense in September 1982 
during the slaughter of 700–2000 Palestinians, including women and children in 
the Sabra and Shatila refugee camps just outside Beirut, Lebanon. New York 
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